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Presenting Evidence to Open Minds…

Open Minds Production, LLC. is a research-based organization 
with a mission to investigate and report evidence of extra-
terrestrial, UFO, and other phenomena to a global audience. 
To do this, Open Minds utilizes a website, a magazine, a radio 
show, the largest UFO conference in the United States, and a 
television show currently in production.

Open Minds Magazine: THE DEFINITIVE UFO NEWS SOURCE
 
Editorial Content: 
Open Minds Magazine is a 100-page, full-color magazine, published 
by Open Minds Production, LLC six times per year. The magazine 
is distributed throughout the U.S. in Barnes and Noble, Borders, 
and select independent bookstores.  Open Minds Magazine is the 
only U.S. magazine that provides a comprehensive and compelling 
overview of the UFO phenomenon. The publication includes content 
from all over the globe, complete with unique artwork, compelling 
imagery, powerful feature articles and the latest news stories. 

This exciting new magazine explores the true nature of the UFO 
phenomenon in terms of its history, evidence and enormous 
sociopolitical and scientific implications. Open Minds Magazine is 
presented objectively with a focus on the facts, yet the publication 
is destined to change our current outlook on UFOs – an outlook 
that has been affected for decades by the stigma of ridicule and 
a relentless process of misinformation and/or disinformation by the 
mainstream media. 

Open Minds Magazine is written and edited by a team of internationally-
recognized journalists and researchers who have worked in the 
UFO arena for decades. They are supported by a network of highly 
qualified experts and writers.

Open Minds Magazine
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Estimated Readership: 
According to the most recent and authoritative poll data, more than 
50% of the U.S. population believes that the UFO phenomenon is 
real. Moreover, a large portion of this group is also convinced that 
the truth has been concealed from the public eye by a governmental 
and/or military cover-up. 

Open Minds Magazine is targeted to the vast and highly educated 
social segment fascinated with mysteries, anomalies and the 
unusual. Tens of millions of people spend their hard-earned money 
in this particular genre of movies and entertainment, and also non-
fiction publications such as Open Minds Magazine. Humans have 
certainly watched the skies since the dawn of mankind because they 
are intrigued by the infinite spectacle of the stars and the mystery of 
other intelligences that could interact with Earth.
 
Thanks to Open Minds Magazine, readers, curious scholars, and 
even skeptics and rationally minded followers of the scientific method, 
will find some provocative answers to the most fascinating question: 
Are we alone in the universe? 

Open Minds Magazine expects that each of its six annual issues 
will gain a readership of about 75,000 people. Of these readers, 
about one-third is engrossed in the UFO phenomenon and belong 
to UFO groups, attend conferences, interact online in UFO forums, 
etc. This magazine satisfies them, as well as an immense group 
of casual observers whose interest is piqued by the engaging topic 
of UFOs. Nothing compares to the effectiveness of a high-quality, 
print magazine, and Open Minds Magazine is rapidly becoming THE 
source for compelling and trustworthy information about UFOs.

For more information, including rates and specials, contact 
advertising@openminds.tv.

2011 Deadlines/Closing Dates

Issue Space Reservation Material
February / March December 1st December 6th

April / May January 24th January 31st
June / July March 21st March 28th

August / September May 23rd May 30th
October / November July 25th August 1st
December / January October 26th November 3rd

      Space Reservation:         Material:
                    45 days prior to issue date     40 days prior to issue date

Open Minds Magazine
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General Conditions

1. Submission of advertising for publication constitutes acceptance of these terms 
by Advertiser and Agency. No conditions other than those set forth on this rate 
card and the insertion order shall be binding on the Publisher unless specifically 
agreed to in writing by the Publisher. 

2. All advertisements and their content are subject to Publisher’s approval. 
Publisher reserves the right to reject or cancel any advertisement, insertion order, 
space reservation or position commitment at any time. Publisher shall not be 
liable for any costs or damages if for any reason Publisher fails to publish and 
advertisement, or for errors in key number or advertis¬ers index. 

3. Conditions, other than rates, are subject to change by Publisher without notice. 
Rates are subject to change upon notice from the Publisher. Cancellation of any 
space reservation by the Advertiser or its Agency for any reason other than a 
change in rates will result in an adjustment of the rate (shortage) based on past 
and subsequent insertions to reflect actual space used at the earned frequency or 
volume rate.

4. Cancellation or changes in orders may not be made by the Advertiser or its 
Agency after the closing date. Advertisements not received by closing date will not 
be entitled to approval or revision by Advertiser or Agency. 

5. Positioning of advertisements is at the discretion of the Publisher except where 
request for specific position is granted, in writing, by the Publisher. 

6. Publisher is not liable for delays in delivery, or non-delivery, in the event of an 
Act of God, action by any governmental or quasi-governmental entity, fire, flood, 
insurrection, riot, explosion, embargo, strikes whether legal or illegal, labor or 
material shortage, transportation interruption of any kind, work slow down, or any 
condition beyond the control of Publisher affecting production or delivery in any 
manner. 

7. Advertiser and its Agency shall be jointly and severally liable for monies due 
and payable to Publisher for advertising ordered and published. Should collection 
efforts become necessary, Advertiser and its Agency agree to pay attorney fees, 
expenses, and costs incurred in connection with the collection of all monies due. 

8. Advertiser and its Agency warrant that they are properly authorized to publish 
the entire contents and subject matter of all advertising submitted for publication. 
When advertisements containing the names, likenesses and/or testimonials of 
living persons are submitted for publication, the order or request for the publication 
thereof shall be deemed to be a warranty by the Advertiser and its Agency that they 
have obtained written consent of the use of the name, likeness and/or testimonial 
of each and every living person which is contained therein. Advertiser and its 
Agency agree to indemnify and hold Publisher harmless from and against any loss, 
expense or other liability resulting from any claims or suits for misappropriation, 
libel, violation of rights of privacy, plagiarism, copyright infringement and any other 
claims or suits that may arise out of the publication of such advertisement. 

9. Until credit is approved, Advertisements are run on a prepaid basis only.
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About Open Minds Radio
Going beyond the basics . . . Interviews and discussions with UFO 
researchers, authors, witnesses, scientists, and others to talk in-
depth about issues related to this very real phenomenon. We bring 
together some of the best minds from multiple disciplines so that we 
may put our heads together to try to gain insight into this enigmatic 
issue.

Host Alejandro Rojas has been a UFO investigator/researcher for 
many years. He served for several years as the Director of Public 
Education for the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON). This international 
organization has hundreds of certified investigators looking into 
the thousands of reports they receive on a yearly basis. Alejandro 
has worked with ABC, NBC, CBS, Fox News, MSNBC, the History 
Channel, Discovery Channel, CNN, and many more. He has also 
been interviewed around the world, including several appearances 
on Coast to Coast AM.

     Listener Demographics

       • 80% male, 20% Female
       • 80% College Educated
       • Average Age: 35+
       • Median HHI – $112,696
       • 88% own home
       • 67% have children

Open Minds Radio
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Radio Advertising Opportunities

On-Air commercial spots:
We offer extremely affordable rates for commercials on Open Minds 
Radio.  Both 30 second and 60 second spots are available, and we 
can even produce your commercial spot for you, if needed.

Sponsorships:
You have the option of sponsoring Open Minds Radio in a variety of 
ways:
  - Show Sponsor (Single episode or 13 episodes)
  - News Sponsor (Single episode or 13 episodes)

For more information about advertising on Open Minds Radio, including 
rates and available packages, please contact advertising@openminds.tv.

Open Minds Radio
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OpenMinds.tv: THE DEFINITIVE ONLINE UFO NEWS SOURCE

“OpenMinds.tv is the CNN of UFOs”, - actual reader comment

OpenMinds.tv is the definitive online news source for UFO and 
other paranormal phenomena news, and is growing on a daily basis 
with help from Open Minds Magazine, Open Minds Radio and Open 
Minds Events. This exciting website explores the true nature of the 
UFO phenomenon in terms of its history, evidence and enormous 
sociopolitical and scientific implications. OpenMinds.tv is presented 
objectively with a focus on the facts, yet the site is destined to change 
our current outlook on UFOs – an outlook that has been affected for 
decades by the stigma of ridicule and a relentless process of
misinformation and/or disinformation by the mainstream media.

OpenMinds.tv is written and edited by a team of internationally-
recognized journalists and researchers who have worked in the 
UFO arena for decades. They are supported by a network of highly 
qualified experts and writers.

Estimated Visitors:
According to the most recent and authoritative poll data, more than 
50% of the U.S. population believes that the UFO phenomenon is 
real. Moreover, a large portion of this group is also convinced that 
the truth has been concealed from the public eye by a governmental 
and/or military cover-up.

OpenMinds.tv is targeted to the vast and highly educated social 
segment fascinated with mysteries, anomalies and the unusual. 
Tens of millions of people spend their hard-earned money in this 
particular genre of movies and entertainment, and also non-fiction 
publications such as Open Minds Magazine. Humans have certainly 
watched the skies since the dawn of mankind because they are 
intrigued by the infinite spectacle of the stars and the mystery of 
other intelligences that could interact with Earth.

Thanks to OpenMinds.tv, readers, curious scholars, and even 
skeptics and rationally 
minded followers of the 
scientific method, will find 
some provocative answers 
to the most fascinating 
question: Are we alone in 
the universe?

OpenMinds.tv
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2010 OpenMinds.tv Ad Specifications & Sizes

Banner Sizes
230x90 306x196
728x90 310x260

All banners must be saved in jpg, gif or png file format and should 
not exceed 64k in file size.

For questions regarding ad specs please contact:
creative@openminds.tv

For any other questions or to find out information on rates, please 
contact:
advertising@openminds.tv

General Conditions

1. Submission of advertising for website constitutes acceptance of these terms by Advertiser 
and Agency. No conditions other than those set forth on the rate card and the insertion 
order shall be binding on the webmaster unless specifically
agreed to in writing by the Publisher.

2. All advertisements and their content are subject to webmaster’s approval. Webmaster 
reserves the right to reject or cancel any advertisement, insertion order, space reservation 
or position commitment at any time.

3. Conditions, other than rates, are subject to change by Publisher without notice. Rates are 
subject to change upon notice from the Publisher. Cancellation of any space reservation by 
the Advertiser or its Agency for any reason other than a
change in rates will result in an adjustment of the rate (shortage) based on past and 
subsequent insertions to reflect actual space used at the earned frequency or volume 
rate

4. Advertiser and its Agency shall be jointly and severally liable for monies due and payable 
to Publisher for advertising ordered and published. Should collection efforts become 
necessary, Advertiser and its Agency agree to pay attorney fees, expenses, and costs 
incurred in connection with the collection of all monies due.

5. Until credit is approved, Advertisements are run on a prepaid basis only.

OpenMinds.tv

Visitor Demographics:
74.62% visiting from North/South America
21% Europe
2.4% Oceania
1.7% Asia
.28% Africa

Google Page Rank: 4


